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� pairs at LEP
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Abstract

An excess of events containing, in a jet, a same-sign �� � `
� pair as compared

to those with an opposite-sign �� � `
� pair has been observed in an analysis

of 1.7 million hadronic Z0 decays collected by the DELPHI detector at LEP
between 1991 and 1993 inclusive. The probability for this signal to come from
non B-baryon decays is less than 5 � 10�4. The measured production fraction
corresponds to:

P(b! B�baryon)�BR(B�baryon! �� `
�
X) = (5:9�2:1�1:0)�10�4 ;

per lepton species, averaged for electrons and muons and assuming that the
two channels have an equal contribution. Semileptonic decays of �b baryons
can account for less than 10% of these events and the major part of the signal
has to originate from �b semileptonic decays. Using the subsample of these
events where the �� trajectory has been measured in the Vertex Detector, the
lifetime of B-baryons producing a �� in their semileptonic decay �nal state is
found to be:

��b
= 1:5+0:7�0:4 � 0:3 ps :

(To be submitted to Zeit. f. Physik C)
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1 Introduction

In addition to the �0
b(bud), quark models predict the existence of three beauty baryonic

statesy which are expected to decay through the weak interaction: the �0
b(bsu), the

��b (bsd) and the 
�b (bss). These states have not yet been observed. The other non-
strange B-baryon resonances of spin 1/2 and 3/2 like the �b and the ��b must decay by
strong interaction to the �0

b [1]. The equivalent excited strange B-baryon states, the �0b
and the ��b, are expected to decay by strong or electromagnetic interactions to �b states.

Baryon production in jets is generally viewed as the fusion between a quark and a
diquark. When diquark-antidiquark pairs are produced during the hadronization of the
jets, they will rarely contain a heavy quark. As the heavy quark is therefore always
a primary parton, the production of heavy baryons in jets may originate from more
fundamental mechanisms than the production of baryons made with light quarks only.
It is thus of interest to study these mechanisms.

In the semileptonic decays of heavy hadrons, the avour(s) of the light spectator
system contained in the initial state is(are) transmitted to the �nal state. This property
has been used previously to isolate di�erent species of B hadrons. The reconstruction of
a lepton produced at large transverse momentum relative to the jet axis, accompanied
by a Ds meson of opposite electric charge, allows the selection [2] of pure samples of B0

s

mesonsz. In the same way, the excess of events containing a �0 accompanied by a negative
lepton, as compared to those accompanied by a positive lepton, gives a measurement of
�b production [3].

Following the same idea, the production rates of �� accompanied by a lepton of same
or opposite charge, in the same jet, are compared in this paper. Because of the strangeness
content of �� hyperons, this can be a way to identify the production of �b baryons. In
the following, same-sign �� � `

� pairs will be called right � sign pairs because the
signal from B-baryon decays is expected in these events; opposite-sign pairs will be called
wrong � sign pairs.

This paper describes the �rst experimental observation of �� � `
� pairs from the

semileptonic decays of B-baryons and discusses the interpretation of these events in terms
of �b baryon production. It is organized in the following way, detector components of
importance in this analysis are described in section 2. Section 3 describes the lepton
identi�cation in DELPHI. Algorithms for �� reconstruction are described in section 4.
In section 5, the mechanisms giving rise to the desired topology are listed and the char-
acteristics which allow one to isolate this �nal state are given in section 6. Section 7
gives the evidence for a signal of �b baryon semileptonic decays. Measurements of the
production rate and lifetime of these events are described in section 8 and 9 respectively.

2 Detector description and event selection

A complete description of the DELPHI apparatus is given in [4]. Only components of
the DELPHI detector which play an important role in the present analysis are described
here.

The muon detector is a set of drift chambers (each with 2 layers) providing three-
dimensional information. In the barrel part three sets of chambers, the �rst located
inside the magnet return yoke and the other two outside, cover polar angles between 52�

and 128�. The third set, which completes the azimuthal coverage, has a small overlap
yHeavier baryons containing two or more heavy quarks are not considered in this analysis.
zOtherwise explicitly stated, charged conjugate states are always implied.
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with the others. Two sets of forward muon chambers cover polar angles from 9� to 43�

and 137� to 171�. In each arm the �rst set is located inside the yoke and the second
outside.

The barrel electromagnetic calorimeter (HPC) covers the polar region 45� to 135�.
The central tracking system, comprising the inner detector (ID), the time projection

chamber (TPC) and the outer detector (OD), measures charged particles with polar
angles between 30� and 150� with a resolution of �(p)=p ' 0:0013 � p (p in units of
GeV/c). The TPC, the main tracking device, is a cylinder of 30 cm inner radius, 122 cm
outer radius and 2.7 m length. For polar angles between 39� and 141� it provides up to
16 space points along the charged particle trajectory.

The Vertex Detector (VD) [5] is very important in this analysis. It is made of three
concentric shells of Si-strip detectors at radii of 6.3, 9 and 11 cm covering the central
region between 43� and 137�. The shells surround the beryllium beam pipe of internal
radius 5.3 cm and wall thickness 1.45 mm. Each shell consists of 24 modules with about
10 % overlap in azimuth between the modules. Each module holds 4 detectors with strips
parallel to the beam direction. The silicon detectors are 300 �m thick and have a diode
pitch of 25 �m. The read-out strips (50 �m pitch) are AC-coupled and give a 5 �m
intrinsic precision on the coordinates of the charged particle tracks, transverse to the
beam direction.

Hadronic Z0 decays have been isolated from all registered events by applying standard
selection criteria [7]. Correcting for the 5% losses induced by these cuts, the sample
amounts to 1.7 million hadronic Z0 decays which have been registered by DELPHI from
1991 to 1993.

Simulated events have been produced using the Lund parton shower model in the JET-
SET 7.3 program[8] with parameters optimized by DELPHI, passed through the DELphi
detector SIMulation, DELSIM [9] and processed with the same event reconstruction as
the data. The samples are described in section 7.

3 Lepton identi�cation

Muons are identi�ed by combining the muon chamber hits with the tracking informa-
tion. The tracks of charged particles are extrapolated to the muon chambers and then
associated and �tted to the hits. Information from the muon chambers alone allows a
measurement of the position and direction of a track element. These are then compared to
the corresponding parameters of the extrapolated track and a �2 test is used to determine
the association of the track with the muon chamber hits.

The electron candidates are identi�ed by combining the electromagnetic shower infor-
mation from the HPC with the particle ionization loss, dE/dx, measured by the TPC. A
sizeable fraction of electrons come from photon conversion. They are partially rejected
if two oppositely charged particles form a secondary vertex where the invariant mass is
zero within measurement errors.

P( l! l )% P( h! l )%

muon 85:0� 1:0 0:99 � 0:15
electron 53:7� 1:2 0:6� 0:2

Table 1: Probabilities of lepton identi�cation for real leptons and for hadrons.
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The global identi�cation e�ciencies for muons and electrons with momenta larger than
3 GeV/c, and the corresponding probabilities for a hadron to be misidenti�ed as a lepton,
are given in Table 1. These values have been obtained using the detailed simulation code
of the DELPHI detector, DELSIM [9], and have been checked on real data using selected
events samples such as K0

s ! �
+
�
�, Z0 ! �

+
�
�, converted photons before the HPC,

 ! `
+
`
� and hadronic � decays [6].

4 Reconstruction of �� hyperons

The two algorithms which have been used to reconstruct the decay of a cascade hy-
peron:

�� ! � �
�

,! p �
�

are described in sections 4.1 and 4.2.

4.1 The �
�
trajectory is measured in the VD

The �rst method, called \HT" (Hyperon Tracking) in the following, applies to decays
that occur after the last layer of the VD. Due to their large lifetimes, charged hyperons
are often seen in the three layers of the VD. For a �� of 5 GeV energy, the probability that
it decays after the VD outer layer is larger than 50%. Most such particles will not travel
far enough into the main tracking detector, the TPC, to be reconstructed, and in this
case the VD hits cannot be associated to tracks reconstructed in the event. A �� track
candidate is de�ned as a set of 3 hits in the VD, not associated to any track, pointing
towards the main interaction vertex. In this way, only relatively energetic hyperons are
kept. The soft pion produced in the �� decay is searched for in the central tracking
system and the �� decay vertex is obtained using the �� and the pion trajectories. The
�0 decay position is searched for inside a cone, whose point is located at the �� decay
vertex, the axis of which is the direction of ight of the �� . The pion candidate from
the � decay must have a momentum between 0.1 and 3 GeV/c with an impact parameter
larger than 2.5 mm relative to the event main vertex; the momentum of the proton
candidate has to be larger than 1 GeV/c. The �

2 probability that the proton and pion
make a vertex has to be larger than 1% with the mass of the p � � system constrained
to the � mass. Finally, the � ; � and � are required to form a common vertex and to
satisfy the constraints on momentum conservation with a �

2 probability larger than 1%.
The e�ciency of this algorithm has been measured using simulation and found to be
( 2:0�0:1 )% for �� momenta larger than 3 GeV/c. This number includes the branching
fraction of the �0 ! p � channel ( 66 % ), the limited solid angle covered by the VD
( ' 73 % ), the various track reconstruction e�ciencies and the correction to account for
di�erences in the e�ciency of the VD between data and the simulation.

From a sample of 1.7 million hadronic Z0 decays, 548�36 �� have been reconstructed,
within an interval of � 10MeV/c2 centered on the nominal �� mass (1321.3 MeV/c2)
[11]; the � � mass distribution is shown in Fig. 1.a. The �tted mass and width of the
signal are respectively 1321:2 � 0:2 MeV/c2 and 7:8 � 0:6 MeV/c2. These values have
been obtained by �tting a Breit-Wigner distribution to account for the signal and a �rst
order polynomial for the background. The algorithm isolates the �� sample with a purity
of ( 92� 3 )%. As the �� track is measured in the VD, these events can also be used to
search for secondary vertices from heavy avour decays.
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4.2 Only �
�
decay products are measured

The second method, referred to as \��00, is more traditional in its approach. The �0

is reconstructed �rst and is combined with a charged pion of appropriate electric charge.
The candidate proton from the �0 decay must have a momentum larger than 0.5 GeV/c
and the associated pion candidate a momentum larger than 0.1 GeV/c. The impact
parameter of the pion relative to the primary vertex, measured in the plane transverse
to the beam direction, has to be larger than two times its measurement error. The same
selection criteria have been applied to the corresponding parameters of the candidate
pion from the �� decay. The vertex �ts at the �0 and �� decay vertices must have a �

2

probability larger than 1%. It is also required that the �� hyperon decay vertex be at
least 1 cm in the transverse plane (and the �0 decay vertex be at least 2 cm), from the
primary vertex. The e�ciency of this second algorithm for �� particles of momentum
larger than 3 GeV/c, including branching ratios and solid angle acceptances as in section
4.1, is ( 7:0 � 0:1 )% and 2175 � 97 have been reconstructed (Fig. 1.b).

The inclusive production rate of the �� has been measured using the \��00 algorithm:

N((�� + ��+)=Z0 ! hadrons) = 0:0257 � 0:0012(stat.)� 0:0020(syst.).

and found to be in agreement with previously published results [10].
The main source of systematic uncertainty comes from the use of the simulation to

account for the fraction of the momentum distribution, below 2 GeV/c, for which there is
no acceptance in this analysis. An uncertainty of 30% has been assumed on this correc-
tion. The momentum distribution of the reconstructed �� agrees with the expectations
from the simulation, and the measured mean decay length, 4:8 � 0:4 cm, agrees with
published results (4.91 cm)[11]. From the number of �� reconstructed using the \��"
algorithm and the e�ciencies of the two algorithms one expects 621 � 42 �� from the
\HT" algorithm: this value agrees with the number quoted in section 4.1 showing that
the relative e�ciency between the two algorithms is acceptable.

The overall �� reconstruction e�ciency, for particles of momentum larger than 3
GeV/c found by either or both of the two algorithms is:

�(��) = (8:3 � 0:2)%

5 Possible sources of �� � ` pairs in the same jet

The di�erent mechanisms contributing to the production of a ��� ` pair in the same
jet are reviewed. As mentioned in the introduction, B-baryon direct semileptonic decays
contribute mainly to right-sign pairs. It is shown that, on quite general grounds, one
expects an excess of events in the wrong-sign pair sample from all other mechanisms. The
expected number of events from the simulation, are given in section 7 for heavy baryon
semileptonic decays. In the �nal analysis, direct semileptonic decays of B hadrons have
been selected by requiring that the lepton transverse momentum, measured relative to
the direction of the jet, after having removed the lepton from it, be larger than 1 GeV/c.
Possible sources of background have to be envisaged mainly in this domain.

Two main classes of events are considered, depending on the origin of the �� hyperon.

5.1 �� hyperons from decays

Leptons from weak decays are produced at secondary vertices, whereas misidenti�ed
hadrons can come also from the event primary vertex.
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Only heavy avour baryon semileptonic decays contribute events with a �� and with
the lepton produced by semileptonic decay of a heavy hadron. Semileptonic B meson
decays can be neglected because, due to the small available phase space, the lepton
momentum, in the B centre of mass system, is lower than 1 GeV/c.

� Strange B-baryons:
The two �b baryonic states are expected to decay in the following way (Fig. 2.a):

��b ! �0
c `

� ��l X ; �0
b ! �+

c `
� ��l X :

,! �� X
0

,! �� X
0

As the production of excited �c states in the semileptonic decays of �b baryons will
mainly give a �c state, the production rate of �

� � `
� is proportional to the inclusive

semileptonic branching fraction of �b baryons times the inclusive branching fraction
of �c baryons to �� hyperons. In the simulation, the probability to obtain a �� `

�

from a direct �b baryon semileptonic decay, in a b jet is:

P(b! �b ! �� `
�
X) = P(b! �b) ( 1 % for �0

b + ��b states )
� P(�b ! �c `

�
X) ( 10 % for ` = e or � )

� P(�c ! �� X) ( 17 % �+
c and �0

c average )
= 1:7 10�4 :

(1)

It has been assumed that the semileptonic branching fraction of heavy hadrons into
an electron or a muon is the same and the notation l refers to only one of the
lepton categories. Semileptonic decays with emission of a � lepton are assumed to
be relatively suppressed and are not considered.
The value of the semileptonic branching fraction is a reasonable assumption because
similar values are expected for all B hadrons, but the two other quantities are largely
uncertain and have still to be determined by experiments.

� �b semileptonic decays
A much larger contribution to the �� � `

� �nal state is expected from �b baryons
than from �0

b states, even if their initial production rate is smaller. Semileptonic
decays of �0

b (Fig. 2.b) can contribute to �� � `
� candidates through the decay

chain:

�0
b ! �+

c `
� ��l X :

,! �� K
+
�
+

The branching ratio for this decay of the �c was measured by the CLEO collaboration
[14] to be ( 0:34� 0:13 )% assuming BR(�c ! pK

�
�
+) = ( 4:3� 1:0� 0:8 )% [15].

It has been measured also by CLEO [14] that ( 42 � 12 )% of the �c ! ��K+
�
+

decays were due to the two-body decay �c ! ��0K+ which has a branching fraction
of ( 0:23 � 0:11 )%. Other possibilities to produce a �� in a �+

c decay require the
production of at least an additional pion. Because of the very small Q value of these
decays, the contribution from such con�gurations should not exceed the previous
one unless they are favoured dynamically by the production of resonances in the
�nal state. These e�ects, which can produce enhancement factors of two to three
times on the decay rates, as observed in D decays, are unlikely in this case because
there is not enough available phase-space to produce a �

+ or a K
� at its pole mass

value.
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A large e�ect from �� states is also unlikely because �� contributes only to about
50% of the ��K+

�
+ as noticed previously. In the simulation the production of

�� from �b decays amount to 0.3%, a value which is consistent with the expected
contribution from the decay �+

c ! ��K+
�
+ alone, and the probability to have this

�nal state in a b quark jet is:

P(b! �0
b ! �� `

�
X) = P(b! �0

b) ( 7:8 % )
� P(�0

b ! �c `
�
X) ( 10 % for ` = e or � )

� P(�c ! �� X) ( 3: 10�3 )
= 2:3 10�5 :

(2)

Direct semileptonic decays of a �b with a �c and a kaon produced in the accompa-
nying system (Fig. 2.c) are expected to be negligible (as in the search for the B0

s

meson using the Ds � ` �nal state, where semileptonic decays with a Ds and a kaon
in the �nal state, from non-strange B hadrons could be neglected [2]).

� Strange charmed baryons
Semileptonic decays of �c baryons (Fig. 2.d) give wrong-sign �� � `

� pairs with
a lepton emitted at low transverse momentum. The absolute contribution from
this channel is expected to be small because �+

c states will produce rather few ��

when they decay semileptonically and also because the �0
c states, having a very

short lifetime, are expected to have a correspondingly small semileptonic branching
fraction:

P(c! �c ! ��`+X) ' P(c! �0
c) ( 0:5 % )

� P(�0
c ! ��`+X) (1:3 %)

= 6:5 � 10�5 :

(3)

For the �rst number, it has been assumed that the probability to produce strange,
charmed or beauty baryons is the same (1%) but only the �0

c state is expected
to contribute to the �� � ` �nal state. The second number is the product of the
expected �0

c semileptonic branching fraction (1.8 %) times the probability for ��

production in such decays, taken from the simulation.
� Fake leptons
The contribution from fake leptons with a Pt larger than 1 GeV/c is negligible
relative to other sources and should give rise to similar numbers of right-sign and of
wrong-sign �� � `

� pairs.

5.2 �
�
hyperons from fragmentation

�� are produced during the hadronization of the quark jets and are a source of back-
ground. They require the emission of an s � �s quark pair and of a diquark-antidiquark
pair containing at least one strange quark. As the �� and the lepton both are required
to have a momentum larger than 3 GeV/c, it is probable that the �� and the hadron
producing the lepton are close in rapidity, and therefore only those cases will be dealt
with in the qualitative description given below. The expected contribution from these
mechanisms, as the JETSET simulation predicts them will be given in section 7.

Several mechanisms contribute to the �� ` �nal state depending on the origin of the
lepton.
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� The lepton originates from the direct semileptonic decay of a B-baryon (Fig. 3.a):
this is a source of wrong-sign �� � `

� pairs. The contribution from �0
b is expected

to be similar or even smaller than that from the �b baryonic states.
� The lepton originates from the direct semileptonic decay of a B meson (Fig. 3.b,

c, d): when the lepton comes from a �B0
s semileptonic decay, the �� can share the

same s� �s pair with the �B0
s meson and then be quite energetic (Fig. 3.b). As the �B0

s

meson is expected to oscillate with 50% probability into a B0
s meson, equal numbers

of right-sign and of wrong-sign �� � `
� pairs are expected.

If the lepton comes from a non-strange �B semileptonic decay, the �� are less ener-
getic because they have to be produced further down the hadronization chain. The
contributions to right-sign and wrong-sign pairs should also be rather symmetric in
this case (Fig. 3.c, d).

� The lepton originates from a charmed hadron decay: if the charmed hadron is pro-
duced in a B hadron cascade decay the previously quoted mechanisms have to be
considered but the sign of the lepton is reversed and its transverse momentum rela-
tive to the jet axis will be usually smaller.
If the charmed hadron comes from the fragmentation of a primary charm quark, in
case of Ds semileptonic decays, there will be a contribution to wrong-sign �� � `

�

pairs only.
� Contribution from fake leptons: because of the quark content of the �� it will be
more probable to get a �� accompanied by a kaon or a pion of opposite charge which
can be identi�ed as a muon. An excess of background is then expected in wrong-sign
�� � �

� pairs (Fig. 3.e).

From the above list it appears that all mechanisms in which the �� is produced in the
jet hadronization and is accompanied by a lepton emitted at large transverse momentum
contribute in a similar way to right-sign and to wrong-sign �� � `

� pairs with an excess
expected in the second category.

6 Properties of the channel �b ! �
�
`
�

��l X

Using a large sample of simulated events (section 7), the distributions of several kine-
matic variables are plotted in Fig. 4 for �b ! �� `

� ��l X and for all other mechanisms
in which a �� and a lepton, each with a momentum larger than 2 GeV/c, are produced
in the same hemisphere. Each hadronic event is divided in two hemispheres by the plane
normal to the thrust axis which contains the beam interaction point. The accepted ranges
for the variation of these variables have been displayed in Fig. 4. The simulation includes
a detailed modelling of the detector behaviour and these events have been analyzed using
the same reconstruction algorithms as applied to the data [9].

� A �� produced from a �c decay secondary to a B-baryon bene�ts from the large
fraction of the beam energy taken by the B-baryon and is usually faster than baryons
coming from the fragmentation of the remaining light quark-antiquark system. This
is shown in Fig. 4.a, where the lack of events below 2 GeV/c comes from a cut applied
at simulation. �� with a momentum larger than 3 GeV/c have been selected.

� The transverse momentum of the lepton, relative to the jet axis, has a distribution
which extends to larger values than the corresponding distributions from other lepton
sources such as B hadron cascade or direct charm semileptonic decays (Fig. 4.b).
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Events with a lepton having a transverse momentum larger than 1 GeV/c have been
kept.

� The mass of the �� � ` system is largely between 2 and 4.5 GeV/c2. Combining a
�� with a lepton from another jet, the ���` mass can be large, while combinations
of a �� and a lepton from charm decays or those involving a �� from hadronization
can produce values below 2 GeV/c2 (Fig. 4.c). Events with a �� � ` mass between
2 and 4.5 GeV/c

2
have been retained.

� Finally, if the B-baryon has a lifetime not very di�erent from the other B states, the
�� and the lepton will originate from secondary vertices (usually not distinguish-
able from each other because of the very short �0

c lifetime) which can be at a few
millimeters from the main vertex of the event and in the jet direction. By selecting
events with a decay distance larger than 1 mm, the signal is enhanced (Fig. 4.d).

7 Evidence for a signal in right-sign �
�
� `

� pairs

The analysis has been performed in two steps. Evidence for �b baryon production has
been obtained by evaluating the probability that a simulation which does not contain
any B-baryon, reproduces the data. For this purpose, it has been investigated if the
simulation gives a correct description of � � ` pair production in kinematical regions
where the e�ect of B-baryon decays is marginal and then the same comparison has been
made in regions enriched in B-baryon decays. Finally the �b baryon production rate has
been measured.

Three samples of simulated events have been analyzed. In the �rst sample, equivalent
to 48 million hadronic Z0 decays, each event contains at least one genuine � � � pair,
the momenta of these two particles being greater than 2 GeV/c and with the lepton
originating from a heavy avour decay. This sample has been used to determine the
contributions from the di�erent production mechanisms to the � � ` �nal state. The
selection criteria described in section 6 have been applied to right-sign and wrong-sign
�� � pairs separately. The results are summarized in Table 2.

�� � �
� �� � �

�

P� > 3GeV=c 3:9� 0:4 3:8 � 0:4
and 2 <M�� < 4:5GeV=c2

and P�
T > 1GeV=c 2:7� 0:3 1:9 � 0:3

and Flight(��) > 1mm 1:5� 0:2 0:4 � 0:1

Table 2: Expected numbers of events in 1.7 million hadronic Z0 decays, using the \HT"
algorithm to reconstruct the �� hyperon. Each event contains at least one genuine ��

and one genuine muon in the same hemisphere, there is no contribution from fake leptons
in the quoted numbers.

The table 2 shows an excess of right-sign �� � `
� pairs with a lepton emitted at

large transverse momentum and with a positive decay distance greater than 1 mm. The
analysis outlined in section 5 and including a detailed simulation of the physics, the
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detector and the reconstruction algorithms shows that this excess comes from B-baryon
semileptonic decays.

In the second sample, equivalent to 2.8 million hadronic Z0 decays, all quark avours
have been generated; this sample has been used to study the contribution to lepton
candidates from misidenti�ed hadrons.

Finally, a sample equivalent to 2.3 million hadronic Z0 decays has been used to study
the level of the combinatorial background under the �� mass peak obtained with the
\HT" algorithm.

After having normalized the simulated events to the same number of hadronic Z0

decays collected from 1991 to 1993, the number of ��` candidates found in the simulation
and in the data have been compared in a region where the contribution from B baryons
is expected to be negligible relative to other processes. For this purpose, wrong-sign
�� � `

� pairs have been used which satisfy P� greater than 3 GeV/c and M(� �
`) between 2 and 4:5 GeV/c

2
: no cut was applied to the lepton transverse momentum

and the �� hyperon was reconstructed by either of the \HT" and \��" algorithms. Fig.
5.b, d give the �� mass distributions obtained. In the simulation, because of the use of
a dedicated sample of events, there is no combinatorial background under the �� mass
peak. The numbers of �� candidates are shown in Table 3. In the data, the numbers
of candidates have been determined by �tting a Gaussian distribution to account for the
signal and a linear distribution for the background. The central value and width of the
Gaussian are determined from the data themselves, through a larger �� sample of similar
energies.

�� � `
� \��00 \HT00

Data 29:2 � 7:2 6:2� 3:4

Simulation (total) 29:8 � 2:9 7:6� 1:0

Detailed contributions:

Non B-baryons, genuine lepton 14:1 � 0:8 4:1� 0:3

Non B-baryons, fake lepton 12:7 � 2:8 3:0� 1:0

B-baryons 3:0� 0:4 0:5� 0:1

Table 3: Numbers of wrong-sign �� � `
� pairs measured in data and in the simulation

with the two �� reconstruction algorithms.

The numbers of �� in wrong-sign pairs agree in data and in the simulation. The
relative error of the ratio between the two values, which is �27 %, will be taken as a
measurement of the systematic uncertainty on the absolute normalization of all processes
other than B-baryon decays present in the simulation contributing to the ��` �nal state.
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In this comparison, the \��00 algorithm has been used because of its higher e�ciency.
The same value for the systematic uncertainty has been used for the \HT" algorithm
because it was shown in section 4 that the relative e�ciency of the two methods was
reproduced by the simulation.

Fig. 5.a and c show the � � � mass distribution for right-sign �� � `
� pairs; an

excess of candidates is observed in the data compared to the simulation. A comparison
is given in table 4.

To check if this excess can be attributed to B-baryon decays, selection criteria have
been applied to isolate samples of events in which the expected contribution from B-
baryons is not marginal but even dominates, according to the arguments developed in
sections 5 and 6. Only �� reconstructed with the \HT" algorithm have been considered
because of the reduced combinatorial background under the �� mass peak and because
the �� � ` vertex can be accurately de�ned.

�� � `
� \��00 \HT00

Data 41:0 � 7:0 13:� 4:

Simulation (total) 22:8 � 1:6 6:3� 1:1

Detailed model contributions:

Non B-baryons, genuine lepton 10:9 � 0:7 2:5� 0:3

Non B-baryons, fake lepton 6:3� 1:4 2:5� 1:0

B-baryons 5:6� 0:4 1:3� 0:3

Table 4: Numbers of right-sign �� � `
� pairs measured in data and in the Monte Carlo

simulation with the two �� reconstruction algorithms.

�� reconstructed using the \HT" algorithm and accompanied by a same sign lepton of
transverse momentum larger than 1 GeV/c (Fig. 6) are in excess with respect to events
from the simulation which contain no contribution from B-baryon decays. The results
are summarized in Table 5 using the cuts described in section 6.

The measured values for wrong-sign �� � `
� pairs are compatible with the expecta-

tions from the simulation. In this charge con�guration the e�ect from B-baryons decays
is expected to be small. The probabilities shown in Table 5 that the observed signals in
right-sign �� � `

� pairs be explained by statistical uctuations of the expected numbers
of events from all contributing mechanisms, without B-baryon decays have been evaluated
using the following expression:
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P�0(� N) =
1X

n=N

Z
1

0

e
�

(���0)
2

2�2
0q

2��20
�

�
n
e
��

n!
d� (4)

where N is the measured number of events in data, �0 is the expected number of events
from the Monte Carlo simulation without contribution from B-baryons, and �0 is the
uncertainty on �0 which corresponds to the sum of the statistical, the normalization (27%,
see section 7.1) and the combinatorial background uncertainties added in quadrature.

Right-sign pairs Wrong-sign pairs
�� � `

� �� � `
�

Selection criteria Data M.C. Data M.C.

P� > 3 GeV/c 10 NB = 1:8� 0:5 3 NB = 3:2� 1:2
2 < M��` < 4:5 GeV=c

2 Bckg. = 0:24 � 0:14 Bckg. = 0:4 � 0:2

Pl
T > 1 GeV=c (B = 1:80 � 0:22) (B = 0:40 � 0:12)

P3:6(� 10) = 2:%

P� > 3 GeV/c 7 NB = 0:8� 0:3 1 NB = 0:40 � 0:14

2 < M��` < 4:5 GeV/c2 Bckg. = 0:10 � 0:09 Bckg. = 0:30 � 0:15

Pl
T > 1 GeV=c (B = 1:20 � 0:17) (B = 0:12 � 0:07)

Flight(�� `) > 1mm
P1:1(� 7) = 0:05%

Table 5 : Comparison between the numbers of right-sign and wrong-sign � � ` pairs
measured in data and expected from the simulation. The numbers of simulated events
originating from B-baryon semileptonic decays (B) and from all other sources (NB) have
been quoted separately. The evaluation of the combinatorial background (Bckg) under the
�� mass peak is also given.

To be independent of the details of the simulation and as the contribution from non
B-baryon decays is expected to be larger in wrong-sign pairs, on quite general grounds
(see section 5.2), �0 has been evaluated by taking the greater of the estimates in right-sign
and wrong-sign pairs for the signal and the combinatorial background.

Thus we �nd that the �� signals observed in the right-sign sample have less than
5�10�4 probability to be explained by a uctuation of non-B baryon semileptonic decays.

A display of one candidate observed in the right-sign sample is given in Fig. 7. The
�� trajectory reconstructed by the \HT" algorithm has a large o�set with respect to the
primary vertex and the distance between the � � ` vertex and the primary vertex, in
the plane transverse to the beam direction, is 3 mm which corresponds to 9 times the
measurement accuracy.
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8 �b baryon production rate

The contribution from B-baryon semileptonic decays to the production rate of �� `

pairs has been evaluated by subtracting the expected contribution from non B-baryon
sources from the number of �� candidates observed in data and comparing the result with
the number of events expected from the simulation for �b and �b semileptonic decays.
Systematic uncertainties are calculated by estimating the capability of the simulation
to account for the di�erent contributions to � � ` pairs of non B-baryon origin and by
evaluating the experimental acceptance for the �� and the lepton produced in a B-baryon
direct semileptonic decay. The former contribution has been measured using the data
in section 7.1. The latter is known with an accuracy of 10%, depending mainly on the
understanding of the detector acceptance for �� decays (section 4).

Results obtained with the two algorithms have been combined, keeping events recon-
structed with the \HT" algorithm and adding those selected only with the \��" method
(Fig. 8). The observed numbers of �� hyperons and the expected contributions from the
di�erent sources are given in Table 6.

Wrong-sign �� � `
� pairs have not been included in the �nal measurement.

The absolute production rate of B-baryons decaying to the �� � `
� �nal state is:

P(b! B-baryon)� BR(B-baryon! ��`�X) = (5:9� 2:1 � 1:0) � 10�4 :
(5)

�� � `
� �� � `

�

Data 28:4 � 6:1 15:2 � 5:2

Simulation (total) 15:3 � 1:5 13:9 � 1:8

Simulation (components)

Non B-baryon, genuine lepton 6:7 � 0:5 7:0� 0:5

Non B-baryon, fake lepton 2:5 � 1:3 4:6� 1:7

B-baryon 6:1 � 0:5 2:3� 0:4

Table 6 : Numbers of �� � ` candidates measured in data and expected from the Monte
Carlo simulation. The values for B-baryon decays correspond to the probabilities of 7.8%
and 1% to have, respectively, a �b or a �b baryon in a b jet. Events have been selected
as described in the text.
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This value is signi�cantly lower than the rate of �b baryon production, measured by
LEP experiments [16] using the �� l �nal state:

P(b! �b)�BR(�b ! � l
�
X) = (3:2 � 0:3� 0:8)� 10�3 : (6)

Assuming that the �b production rate in a b quark jet is equal to ( 10� 5 )% [17], the
corresponding probability for a �b baryon to be produced can be expressed using (1), (2)
and (5) as a function of still unmeasured branching fractions:

P(b! �b)(%) = (3:5� 1:2� 0:6 � (0:6� 0:3)� BR(�c ! ��X)(%))
� 17:

BR(�c!��X)(%)
� 10:

BR(�b!�c`� ��lX)(%)
:

(7)

This corresponds to an excess of 3:3 � 1:2 � 0:6 times the Monte Carlo expectations
in which P (b ! �b) = 1% (section 5.1). To explain the measured excess of right-sign
�� � `

� pairs by �b decays alone, the inclusive branching fraction BR(�c ! ��X) would
have to be of order 10�2, a value which is unlikely considering the arguments developed in
section 5.1. If, instead, this quantity is of order 10�3, as expected, the �� � `

� selected
events originate mainly from �b baryon semileptonic decays.

9 Measurement of the lifetime of the �b baryon

The 10 candidates containing a right-sign �� � `
� pair, selected by the \HT" algorithm

and with the lepton transverse momentum larger than 1 GeV/c but without any cut on
the �� ` ight distance, have been used to measure the lifetime of �b baryonic states.

The proper time of the parent B hadron is measured in the following way.
The �� track is reconstructed inside the VD and combined with the lepton trajectory

to obtain the position of a secondary vertex. The decay distance between the primary and
the secondary vertex has been measured in the plane transverse to the beam direction
and computed in space using the angle of the momentum of the � � ` system relative
to the beam axis. This distance is positive if the secondary vertex is found beyond the
primary vertex in the direction of the � � ` momentum. The accuracy on the ight
distance of the B-baryon, as obtained from the simulation, is 280 � 70 �m.

The �b baryon momentum is obtained, with a relative accuracy of ( 17 � 3 )%, from
the measured momentum of the �� ` system and using the Monte Carlo simulation to
get the parameters of the correlation between these two quantities:

P(�b) = P(��`)

a0 + a1�P(��`)
;

with a0 = 0:30 � 0:05 and a1 = 0:019 � 0:003 (GeV=c)�1.
An unbinned maximum likelihood method was used to �t the proper time distribution.

The proper time probability distribution for the signal is an exponential convoluted with
a Gaussian to account for the smearing in the �b baryon energy and decay distance
measurements. The proper time probability distribution for the background has two
components, a Gaussian and an exponential, whose parameters have been obtained using
simulated events. In a sample of B-baryons, generated with 1.6 ps lifetime, the �tted
lifetime was:

� (B� baryon! ��`�X) = 1:4 � 0:3 ps ;

in agreement with the generated value.
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The �tted lifetime for the data is (Fig. 9.):

� (�b) = 1:5+0:7�0:4(stat:)� 0:3(syst:) ps :

where the systematic uncertainty corresponds to the statistical accuracy of the com-
parison between the generated and reconstructed lifetimes of the �b baryon from the
simulated events. The other systematic errors, coming from the uncertainties on the
fraction of background events, on the modelling of the B energy reconstruction and on
the mass of �b baryonic states, are much smaller.

10 Conclusions

An algorithm which tracks charged �� through the DELPHI Vertex Detector has been
developed. It allows measurement of these particles to be performed with a very small
combinatorial background and precise measurement of their decays vertices.

Events with a lepton with transverse momentum greater than 1 GeV/c and with a
secondary ��` vertex displaced by more than 1 mm relative to the primary vertex, in the
direction of the �� ` system, have been selected. An excess of right-sign pairs has been
measured, with a probability of 5�10�4 of being explained by mechanisms other than B-
baryon decays. It has been checked that the Monte Carlo simulation correctly reproduced
the number of �� ` pairs in kinematical regions where the expected contribution from
B-baryon decays is marginal.

From the number of right-sign pairs, obtained with two algorithms described in this
paper, the production rate has been measured to be:

P(b! B� baryon)� BR(B� baryon! �� `
�
X) = (5:9� 2:1� 1:0)� 10�4 ;

per lepton species, averaged over electrons and muons and assuming that the two channels
have an equal contribution.

The contribution from �b semileptonic decays followed by the �c ! ��K+
�
+ transi-

tion can account only for 6% of the observed signal.
The lifetime has been measured using a subsample of �� � `

� events and found to
be:

� (�b) = 1:5+0:7�0:4 � 0:3 ps :
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Figure 1: �� mass distributions for events reconstructed with the \Hyperon tracking" (a)
and \��" (b) algorithms. The shaded histograms correspond to wrong-sign combinations.
The curves have been obtained by �tting a Breit-Wigner distribution to account for the
signal and a �rst order polynomial for the background. The numbers of �� candidates
have been evaluated inside an interval of �10 MeV/c2 centered on the nominal �� mass.
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Figure 2: Schematic description of processes contributing to the production of �� � `

pairs in which the �� originates from heavy avour decays: (a) direct semileptonic decays
of �b baryonic states; (b) direct semileptonic decays of a �b with production of a �cKX

hadronic system; (c) direct semileptonic decays of a �b in which the produced �+
c decays

into �X; (d) direct semileptonic decays of �c states.
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Figure 3: Schematic description of processes contributing to the production of ���` pairs
in which the �� originates from the primary vertex of the event. (a) Direct semileptonic
decays of �b baryonic states, with a �� produced during the hadronization of the jet.

The correlation with the lepton is of wrong-sign. (b) Direct semileptonic decays of �B0
s.

Because of B0
s �

�B0
s oscillation there will be as many right-sign and wrong-sign �� � `

pairs. (c, d) Direct semileptonic decays of �B0
d or B

� mesons. (e) Example of a possible
contribution from fake leptons, a misidenti�ed K

+ in this case.
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Figure 4: Distributions of the variables, from simulated events, to select semileptonic
decays of B-baryons. (a) �� momentum distribution. (b) Lepton transverse momentum
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Figure 5: Comparison between measured and expected numbers of right-sign and
wrong-sign �� � ` pairs. The hatched histograms represent the Monte-Carlo events,
which include only the contribution from �b and �b semileptonic decays but not the
combinatorial background. The �tted curves are the sum of a �rst order polynomial
distribution to describe the combinatorial background and of a Gaussian distribution of
�xed width and central values to account for the signal.
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Figure 6: �� mass distributions obtained with the \HT" algorithm for right-sign and
wrong-sign ��� ` pairs. (a, b) The lepton transverse momentum is larger than 1 GeV/c
(c, d) In addition, the distance between the primary and the ���` vertex, measured in a
plane transverse to the beam axis, in the direction of the jet containing the �� hyperon,
has to be larger than 1mm.
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Figure 7: Displays of one �b candidate. (a) Display of the charged particle tracks showing
the hyperon decay products and the energy deposited by the electron candidate in the
electromagnetic calorimeter (HPC). (b) Closer view inside the detectors situated between
the beam pipe and the entrance of the TPC. A kink corresponding to the decay of the
�� in the jet chamber part of the Inner Detector (ID-j) is visible. (c) Display of the three
layers of the VD. The three hits created by the �� track are shown as dark crosses. (d)
Enlarged view close to the beam interaction point. The ellipses centered on the primary
and secondary vertex positions correspond to 3 times the measurement error.
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Figure 8: Comparison between measured and expected numbers of right-sign and
wrong-sign �� � ` pairs when the contribution from B-baryon decays is not included
in the Monte Carlo simulation. The distributions contain all the di�erent candidates
reconstructed with at least one of the two algorithms: \HT" and \��". The Monte
Carlo expectations, normalized to the total number of hadronic events analyzed in the
data, are given in hatched histograms. The simulation is not expected to account for the
combinatorial background under the signal.
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